GUILTY PLEASURES

These and other products are available online at
www.PenthouseStore.com or by calling 1-877-217-3436

COMET WAND

THE DUCHESS

We love glass dildos, but we love silicone toys, too. Sometimes it’s hard to pick a favorite
between them—but with the Comet Wand, we don’t have to. This silicone-coated glass
plaything has a sleek, ergonomic design, and it’s angled to hit your G-spot every time. The
large head will fill you the way you need, while the slimmer shaft will make thrusting easy.

MARCIA SENSOR
VIBRATING
VAGINA BALLS

What’s better than a pair
of sleek Ben Wa balls?
Vibrating Ben Wa balls,
that’s what. The coolest
thing about them is that
these “vagina balls” have a
light sensor, so they’ll only
start vibrating once they’re
inside your cunt. This makes
insertion smooth and easy,
prevents awkward buttonpushing and protects the
toy’s battery life. This just
might be the smartest sex
toy we’ve ever met!
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Think you’ve seen it all when it
comes to rabbit-style vibes?
Think again. Our favorite bunny
of the moment is The Duchess.
Instead of offering spinning
beads or pulsing nubs, this one
has a protruding G-spot pleasing
nodule on the shaft and an
external clit stimulator. Each
component has five different
patterns of vibration, and the
controller at the base lights up
for easy use under the covers.

ENCOUNTER
VEGAN LUBE

Vegans, rejoice! We’ve come across the
perfect sex aid for all our tree-hugging,
animal-loving readers. Reviewed and certified
by The Vegan Awareness Foundation, these
lubes contain no animal byproducts, aren’t
tested on animals, and are free of glycerin and
paraben, making them safe for use by even
the most sensitive pussies. You can choose a
delicious flavor like strawberry, peach or
watermelon or go for the flavor-free option.
No matter which you choose, you’re sure to
have one hell of a sexy encounter.
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GUILTY PLEASURES
RETRO POCKET
ROCKETS

Not only will the Retro Pocket
Rocket give you a more-thanadequate clitoral orgasm, this
powerful one-speed wonder is
the snazziest vibrator we’ve seen.
How no one has made a rocketshaped pocket rocket before is
beyond us, but now that they
have, we can’t think of a single
reason not to own one—or even
two, since they come in a pair of
awesomely retro color
combinations.

RAM VIBRATING
MASTER PUMP

Vibrating sex toys aren’t just for
women anymore. Every dude should
have at least one device with a little
power, like the Ram Master Pump.
Though it looks like a penis pump, it’s
really much, much more. It has a
10-function bullet that’s powerful
enough to give your dick the
appropriate buzz even through the
plastic pump, and it comes with three
different-sized cockrings so you can
add to the pleasure—as if a vibrating
penis pump isn’t pleasurable enough.
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Scan this code to visit
PenthouseStore.com, then
take 15% off your order with
promotional code JUNFOR

